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Accommodation

There are several hotels and accommodations in the region around the Saxon dance sport city Riesa.
A few of them are in Riesa and the most of them are in the surrounding area like Oschatz, Meißen and
Radebeul. The SACHSENarena is connected with the hotels and the accommodations by shuttle buses.
It is no problem to travel to Riesa by own buses or cars. In front of the hall is large parking area.

For all participants who travel by plane (arriving at Dresden, Leipzig, Berlin Schönefeld or Berlin Tegel) the
FVG Riesa offers „Airport Shuttles“. Please refer to our information „Airport Shuttles“.
These Shuttles take the guests from the airport to the SACHSENarena for Check In and/or to the
accommodation booked through the FVG Riesa.

Therefore it does not matter where the participants will be staying during the IDO World Dance sport
Championships – directly in Riesa, the historical and most beautiful city of Meissen, the traditional Oschatz
or different places.

To book accommodation

There are basically two ways:
1. You book through the FVG-Organization Office, Mrs. Christa Nauck or Mrs. Juliane Bahrmann
at http://www.sachsenarena.de/39-0-IDO-HR---Welcome.html – only through the booking form
on their website!
Christa Nauck and Juliane Bahrmann will accommodate you and your team according to your
wishes. Please understand that they need to receive your online booking request then they can
help you with accommodation.
Afterwards they will get in touch with you and you will get a booking confirmation from them as
quickly as possible.

By arrival please check in with Christa Nauck, Juliane Bahrmann directly at the organization
office at the SACHSENarena.
If you did so, you will get your hotel voucher, you need to hand out to the receptionist to get your
keys.
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All costs for accommodation have to be transferred to the bank account of the FVG Riesa mbH
latest 3 weeks before arrival.
In case of paying at the organization office (cash or by credit card) we need to charge an
additional handling fee of 3 %.

If you come by plane or train we definitely advise you to book through the FVG-Riesa because
the room rates includes the free shuttle transport from your accommodation to the
SACHSENarena and back as offered below.
 Please be aware of the Reservation Deadline and the Cancellation Policy

2. You can book through the internet by yourself. BUT there might be a problem: the FVG -Riesa
has booked many hotels and accommodation in the area since many months to guarantee their
guest bookings.
Teams who are travelling by their own buses might consider staying some distance away from
Riesa, because the FVG Riesa mbH has arranged transportation with all hotels in the
surrounding from the SACHSENarena to guarantee mobility for all dancers from far away.
But that’s up to you.

